The immune tolerance network and rheumatic disease: immune tolerance comes to the clinic.
The development of effective, new, biologically based therapies for RA has created real excitement and justifiable optimism in recent years among rheumatologists and among patients with rheumatic diseases. Recent advances in our understanding of the mechanisms of immune activation and immune tolerance provide further cause for optimism. Against this background, the establishment of the ITN is an important step. However, significant hurdles remain to be cleared. First, despite dramatic scientific progress, restoration of immune tolerance in the face of an established autoimmune response is still an elusive goal, even in the laboratory. Not only does the ITN face this fundamental scientific challenge, but it also faces daunting practical and political challenges. For example, can the ITN influence the research agenda of the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries? This question and other important questions will only be answered as the ITN matures. Autoimmune disease, although individually uncommon, affects more than 2% of Americans. The rheumatologist is especially aware of the devastating potential of autoimmune diseases. If the ITN succeeds in linking basic research into the mechanisms of autoimmunity with clinical trials of promising new therapies, it can be expected to play a critical role in advancing the practice of clinical rheumatology.